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Today, Brian is going to show us how to put our competitions together. �ose
competitions, recall, are:

(1) a. Reinhart’s competition

(aka, Roelofsen’s Coreference rule; derives Principle C)

i. alternatives = (anaphor, variable bound from an A position)

ii. choose(anaphor, variable bound from an A position) = the
variable if it achieves the same meaning in context.

b. Be Small!

(derives the Repeated Name penalty)

i. alternatives = (anaphoric definite description,pronoun)

ii. choose(anaphoric definite description,pronoun) = the smaller if
it achieves the same anaphoric reference to X.

c. Be Clear!

(derives Principle B)

i. alternatives = (pronoun,reflexive)

ii. choose(pronoun,reflexive) = the least ambiguous one when they
produce the same meaning.

I will sketch a way of seeing how to gatekeep Reinhart’s competition and Be
Small!, and leave the issue of gatekeeping Be Clear! with the other competitions to
Brian.�e leading idea is simple: they are the same competition.�at is the thesis
in Paul Marty’s paper, and, to do a better job of being scholarly, I will now reveal
that the idea comes from Schlenker (2005). Schlenker’s idea is that Principle C
could be seen as a condition, Minimize Restrictors!, that favors putting into the
restrictor of a definite description theminimum amount necessary to achieve ref-
erence. He reports that this force can be perceived in the different interpretations
that blond gets in these sentences.

(2) a. My blond father liked landscapes.

b. My blond sister likes landscapes

Schlenker reports that blond gets a restrictive reading only in the second exam-
ple. In the first, it must be understood as a kind of appositive. If the restrictor of
a definite description can contain no more material than necessary to achieve its
reference, blond cannot be used to restrict the father as doing so will not change
the reference ofmy father. �at is not true (so far as you know) for blond in (2b).

It’s a little hard to be certain about this intuition. I’ve tried to find more con-
vincing examples for Minimize Restrictor!. Here’s one attempt. Consider the se-
mantic contribution that that solved Fermat’s theorem gets in the following sen-
tences.

(3) a. �e alleged child of mine that solved Fermat’s last theorem

b. �e first child of mine that solved Fermat’s last theorem

An extensive survey of English (and Japanese and Dutch) speakers report that
(3b) can only have the reading that corresponds to the bracketing in (4).

(4) DP

D

the

NP

first NP

child of mine that

solved Fermat’s last theorem

�at, I think is also a possible interpretation for (3a), unsurprisingly:

(5) DP

D

the

NP

alleged NP

child of mine that

solved Fermat’s last theorem
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But (3a) can also get an interpretation whereby only child of mine falls within the
scope of alleged. �at corresponds to the bracketing in (6).

(6) DP

D

the

NP

CP

that solved

Fermat’s last theorem

NP

alleged NP

child of mine

�at interpretation does not seem to be easily available for (3b).

(7) DP

D

the

NP

CP

that solved

Fermat’s last theorem

NP

first NP

child of mine

�is is explained by Minimize Restrictor!, in tandem with the difficulty of un-
derstanding that-relatives in English as appositives. I’ll formulate his Minimize
Restrictors! with (8).

(8) Minimize Restrictor!
If [DP the NP]] α in NP and refers to the same entity as [DP the NP]
without α, then *[DP the NP] with α.

Schlenker’s rough idea was that this same force is responsible for Principle C,
ala Reinhart’s competition. If we can see the DPs headed by the, including those
containing names, as having more in their NP than bound variable pronouns,
then the existence of bound variable pronouns will cause the other DPs to be un-
grammatical when they both could be used to refer to the same entity. It’s this idea
thatMarty is trying to formalize. I’m going to return toMarty’s proposals, but first
I want to sketch another argument for Reinhart’s competition.

Our present argument for Reinhart’s competition is from Reinhart. It is based
on the observation that Principle C effects can be overcome in contexts where tak-
ing the principle C trigger to corefer with a c-commanding term doesn’t give the

same interpretation that the bound variable would. �e form of that argument is:
when the meaning a Principle C trigger delivers differs from that given when the
trigger is replaced by a bound variable, Principle C is turned off.

(9) JnameK ≠ Jbound variableK → no Principle C

(9) can be explained if Principle C is the result of a competition. �e argument
I’m going to give now has a different form. I’m going to produce examples which
I will suggest show (10).

(10) JnameK = Jbound variableK but bound variable can’t be used→ no
Principle C

Together, these converge on Reinhart’s competition.

(11) [JnameK = Jbound variableK] ∧ [bound variable can be used]→
Principle C

�eargumentmakes use of properties of Ellipsis. Sowe need a quick introduc-
tion to the relevant properties of ellipsis. Ellipsis has two conditions, it is thought,
that govern how it finds antecedents. (�is is the picture of the antecedent con-
ditions on Ellipsis that we get from Rooth 1992.) One of those conditions makes
sure that an elided phrase “matches” a phrase elsewhere. If we think of ellipsis
as a condition that allows some phrase to go unspoken, then we can frame this
condition with (12).

(12) A phrase may go unspoken only if it is syntactically and lexically
identical to a phrase spoken elsewhere.

I’ve framed this condition so that it requires an exactmatch between elided phrase
and antecedent, and this is controversial.�ere are examples which suggest some-
thing less matchy. �e two best, in my opinion, are cases involving sloppy ellipsis
and cases involving split antecedents. �e sloppy ellipsis examples were discov-
ered by Hardt (2003) and Schwarz (2000). An example is (13).

(13) When you [VP sing], I [VP glad you do△a], but when you [VPwhistle],
I’m not△b .

a. △a = [VP sing]

b. △b = [VP glad you whistle]

�ere is no VP that exactly matches what has elided in△b . �e solutions to this
case (See, in addition to Hardt and Schwarz, Tomioka 2008) all involve treating
△a as a variable bound by its antecedent: [VP sing]. Ross (1967) discovered that
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when a pronoun is understood as a bound variable, then its lexical content can
be ignored for the purposes of the antecedent conditions on ellipsis. �ere are
examples like (14).

(14) Every boy turned in his assignment but every girl didn’t△.
△ turn in her assignment.

So (12) should be changed to (15).

(15) A phrase may go unspoken only if it is syntactically and schmlexically
identical to a phrase spoken elsewhere. α is schmlexically identical to β
iff α is lexically identical to β or α and β are variables that get parallel
interpretations.

�e split antecedent cases were discovered by Webber (1978), and they look
like (16).

(16) Smith wants to solve Principle C and Jones wants to solve the Repeated
Name Penalty, but neither of them will△.
△ ≈ solve Principle C or solve the Repeated Name Penalty respectively

�ese cases are facilitated by coördinations.

(17) Smith wanted to solve Principle C because/before/when Jones wanted to
solve the Repeated Name Penalty, but neither of them will△.
△ ? ≠ solve Principle C or solve the Repeated Name Penalty respectively

And they invoke a kind of parallelism:

(18) Smith solved Principle C and Jones tried to solve the Repeated Name
Penalty because both them wanted to△.
△ ? ≠ solve Principle C or solve the Repeated Name Penalty respectively.

I think the same pattern shows up with do that anaphora.

(19) a. Smith wants to solve Principle C and Jones wants to solve the
Repeated Name Penalty, but neither of them will do that.

b. ?? Smith wanted to solve Principle C because/before/when Jones
wanted to solve the Repeated Name Penalty, but neither of them
will do that.

c. ?? Smith solved Principle C and Jones tried to solve the Repeated
Name Penalty because both them wanted to do that.

I don’t know of a successful account of this case, but we might hope that it also
relies on the idea that strict identity is alleviated in cases where the elided phrase
can be parsed as a variable.

If these cases can be solved, then I believe the strict antecedence condition on
ellipsis can survive its other counterexamples. And there is evidence that suggests
we should not abandon the strict antecedence condition. Chung (2006) points to
cases like (20).

(20) a. Jane is proud of something, but I can’t imagine what△.

b. ? Jane is proud of something, but I can’t imagine of what△.

c. * Jane is proud, but I can’t imagine what△.

d. ? Jane is proud, but I can’t imagine of what△.

(To construct examples parallel to these sluicing examples using VP Ellipsis is
more difficult. VP ellipsis differs from Sluicing in not tolerating a number of the
features of these examples: extraction from elided VPs is degraded, so is the con-
version of intransitive proud to transitive proud shown in the c and d examples.)

�e other condition on ellipsis controls, among other things, where sloppy
identity can arise.

(21) Let△ be an elided phrase and XP be its antecedent.�ere must a phrase,
YP, that dominates△ which is a focus alternative to a phrase, ZP, that
dominates XP.

�is gives us the paradigm in (22). (See Dalrymple 1991, 2005 and Tomioka 1999.)

(22) a. �e woman who hugged BryanF didn’t recognize him, but the
woman who hugged Brad did△.
△ recognize him (=Brad)

b. *�e woman who hugged Bryan’s agent didn’t recognize him, but
the woman who kissed BradF did△.
△ = recognize him (=Brad)

c. *�e woman who hugged BryanF didn’t recognize him, but the
woman who hugged Brad’s agent did△.
△ = recognize him (=Brad)

�ese examples teach us another lesson relevant for our project. Sloppy anaphora
is not diagnostic of being a variable.�ere probably isn’t a syntactic way of giving
the contents of a relative clause scope outside of that relative clause.

(23) A different man talked to the women who hugged every movie-star.
every movie-star ≯ a different man
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Instead, we need a notion of “focus variable” to express where sloppy identity can
arise. To preserve our earlier generalization that bound variables necessarily lead
to a sloppy reading, we should believe (24).

(24) If x is a variable bound to X, then x is a focus variable of XF .

If we could find a way of defeating (24), we would have an answer to the persistent
problem for Reinhart’s competition that comes with sloppy identity. Reinhart’s
competition requires that of the two alternative ways of representing coreference
in (25), only (25b) is grammatical.

(25) a. Mary likes her work.

b. Mary likes her work.

If that is correct, and (24) is correct, then we should not get a strict interpretation
out of (26).

(26) Mary likes her work and Sally does△ too.

a. sloppy:Mary likes Mary’s work and Sally likes Sally’s work too.

b. strict:Mary likes Mary’s work and Sally likes Mary’s work too.

But speakers stubbornly report that (26) has both the strict and sloppy interpreta-
tions.�e standard account (see Keenan 1971) maps the strict reading onto coref-
erence in (25a) and sloppy onto (25b). Reinhart’s competition removes (25a), and
therefore the strict reading, from the mix. But if we could relax (24), we might be
able to get both strict and sloppy interpretations out of (25b).We would allow her
to not be mapped onto a focus variable, and thereby bring it out of the licensing
condition on sloppy identity.

�e focus alternatives of some F-marked DP, X, can also be understood as al-
ternatives of the term that X corefers with.�is term that corefers with the focus-
marked DP is what I meant by a “focus variable,” in the previous paragraph.�us,
the focus alternatives of the first clause of (22) – the one containing the antecedent
– look something like (28).

(27) �e woman who hugged Sam recognized him
�e woman who hugged Brad recognized him
�e woman who hugged Jerry recognized him

⋮

�ere is a phrase dominating the elided VP that is in this set, so (21) is satis-
fied. In (22c), the focus alternatives to the clause containing the antecedent are,
again, (28). But there will be no clause containing the elided VP that is in that set.
For instance, (??) isn’t in (28).

(28) �e woman that hugged Brad’s agent didn’t hug him.

Finally, consider (22b). If Bryan is focus-marked, then the focus alternatives of the
clause containing the antecedent will be (29).

(29) �e woman who hugged Sam’s agent recognized him
�e woman who hugged Brad’s agent recognized him
�e woman who hugged Jerry’s agent recognized him

⋮

�ere is no clause containing the elided VP that is in this set, thus this interpre-
tation is blocked by (21).

We can characterize the antecedence conditions on ellipsis with (30).

(30) If XP goes unspoken, then there must be a YP, such that:

a. XP is syntactically and schmlexically identical to YP, and

b. there is a ZP that dominates XP and a WP that dominates YP such
that ZP is in the focus alternatives of WP.

X is schmlexically identical to Y if:

a. X is lexically identical to Y, or

b. X and Y are focus variables.

Okay, with these preliminaries behind us let’s turn to the argument for Rein-
hart’s competition. �e argument is based on an interesting property that ellip-
sis has on Principle C, discovered by Fiengo and May (1994). Sometimes ellipsis
ameliorates Principle C effects and sometimes it doesn’t.�is can be seen in (31).

(31) a. Mary liked Steve, but he didn’t△.

≠Mary liked Steve, but he didn’t like Steve.

b. Mary knows someone who likes Steve but he doesn’t△.

◇ =Mary knows someone who likes the man but he doesn’t know
someone who likes Steve.

c. Mary likes the Steve’s mother, but he doesn’t△.

◇ =Mary likes Steve’s mother, but he doesn’t like Steve’s mother.

What Fiengo and May (1994) suggest is that the antecedence conditions on Ellip-
sis should be loosened from (30) so that it allows what’s elided in these examples
to be a pronoun that refers to the same individual as the name in the antecedent.
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(32) a. Mary liked Steve, but he didn’t△.
△ = like him

≠Mary liked Steve, but he didn’t like him.

b. Mary knows someone who likes Steve but he doesn’t△.
△ = know someone who likes him

◇ =Mary knows someone who likes the man but he doesn’t know
someone who likes him.

c. Mary likes the Steve’s mother, but he doesn’t△.
△ = like his mother

◇ =Mary likes Steve’s mother, but he doesn’t like his mother.

�ey dub this phenomenon “vehicle change.”

(33) Vehicle Change
A DP that makes reference to x can change to a pronoun that makes
reference to x.

�e ungrammaticality of (31a) can then be credited to whatever it is that yields the
ungrammaticality of (31a): Principle B or perhaps Be Clear!.

Merchant (2001) devised a famous alternative to (30) that derives Vehicle
Change: e-givenness.

(34) E-givenness
Let XP must be e-given by YP for XP to be unpronounced. XP is e-given
iff:

a. �e closure of YP entails the closure of XP, and

b. �e closure of XP entails the closure of YP.

�e closure of [XP . . .x . . . ], where x is a free variable, is ∃x [XP . . .x . . . ].
Otherwise the closure of XP is XP.

(Merchant’s condition has more bells and whistles than this, designed to take into
account the focus structure of the antecedent.) �e closure operation lowers the
types of predicates to a type that can (potentially) be in an entailment relation.
�is does the right thing in (31b) and (31c). If we assume that the “VPs” which
have elided are vPs, then the situation in (31c) is as in (35).

(35) a. antecedent = [vP x [VP likes Steve’s mother]]

b. ellipsis = [vP y [VP likes his mother]]

c. closure of antecedent = ∃x [vP x [VP likes Steve’s mother]]

d. closure of ellipsis = ∃y [vP y [VP likes his mother]]

e. (35c) entails (35d) and (35d) entails (35c) when Steve and his corefer.

A similar correct outcome emerges for (32a) and (32b).
Unfortunately, E-givenness doesn’t produce the right results for (31a) because

it would allow for the ellipsis in (31a) to have representation in (36).

(36) a. antecedent = [vP x [VP like Steve]]

b. ellipsis = [vP y [VP like himself]]

c. closure of antecedent = ∃x [vP x [VP like Steve]]

d. closure of ellipsis =. ∃y [vP y [VP like himself]]

e. (36c) entails (36d) and (36d) entails (36c) when Steve refers to the
same individual that himself does.

I think we’re in need of another account for this feature of ellipsis. One that
will explainwhy Principle-B effects aremaintained, but Principle C effects are lost.
My suggestion is that this is Reinhart’s competition. Let’s adopt the view in (30):
an elided phrasemust be identical to its antecedent (modulo focus variables). And
let’s consider what happens in this scenario with Reinhart’s competition.

(37) Mary likes Steve’s mother and he does△ too.

a. antecedent = likes Steve’s mother

b. ellipsis = likes Steve’s mother

�e second conjunct of (37) is passed to Reinhart’s competition. To evaluate the
outcome of Reinhart’s competition what we do is pitch this conjunct (38a) against
its alternative (38b) and determine whether they mean the same thing.

(38) a. he likes Steve’s mother.

b. he likes his mother.

Imagine that we’re in a context in which they do mean the same thing. Reinhart’s
competition requires (38b), and from this we derive the inference that the speaker
of (38a) did not intend this meaning.�is inference, notice, derives from this line
of thinking on the hearer’s part.
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(39) If the speaker uttered A when they could have uttered B, and B is the
better choice, then the speaker did not intend A to communicate what B
means.

But in these ellipsis contexts, this line of thinking is not met.�e antecedent con-
ditions on ellipsis prevent a speaker from uttering B in place of A. So no inference
that A was not intended to communicate the meaning B could have communi-
cated is drawn.
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